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In this paper we provide the first general expressions for the rook and factorial 
polynomials associated with a general board. We use MGbius inversion over the 
lattice of partitions of a set to provide explicit formulas. Alternate formulas 
are given by the methods of the umbra1 calculus. We also state a general con- 
jecture concerning the roots of rook polynomials and prove the conjecture 
for a special class of boards. 
In papers [3,4, 61, we studied the rook structure of Ferrers and stairstep 
boards. In [5], we found relations between the rook structure of general 
boards and the chromatic structure of related graphs. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide the first expressions for the 
polynomials associated with a general board. We assume the reader is 
familiar with the contents of [3]. 
In Section I, we use Miibius inversion over the lattice of partitions of a 
set to provide explicit formulas. In Section II, alternate formulas are given 
by the methods of the umbra1 calculus. In Section III, we state a general 
conjecture about the roots of rook polynomials and prove the conjecture 
for a special class of boards. 
We briefly summarize some definitions. Let N denote the set of positive 
integers. A board B is a finite subset of N x N. Intuitively, a board is a 
subset of the set of cells of an m x nz chessboard. For pictorial reasons, 
consider the first component as column labels. If c is the largest column 
label of B and n 3 c, then we can consider B as a subset of [n] x N, 
where [n] = (1, 2,..., n). For each such choice of n, we consider B as a 
board with n columns, some possibly empty, labeled 1,2,..., ~1. 
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For a board B, let rtB be the number of ways of placing k nontaking 
rooks on B (no two in the same row or column). The vook vector of a board 
B is defined to be the vector r(B) = (rOB, rIB, rZB,...), where r$ = 1. The 
polynomial R(x, B) = C rtcBx7C is the (classical) rook polynomial of 23. 
For n 2 the number of columns of B, the polynomial pn(x, Is) =I 
C rLB(x),-,, , where (x)? = x(x - 1) ... (x --- j + I) is the falling factorial, 
is the /2-@torial polyynomial of B and rJx, B) = C rleB~lL-k: is the m-rook 
polynomial of B. 
Our derivations in Sections I an$ II will utilize the functions U, , us , 
V, , and vg described below for a board B. If B C [n] x N, then we may 
consider B as a relation on [n] to N and we use the standard notation: 
for j E N, B-l(j) = {i E [n] : (i,,j) E B). Now for A C [n], we let: 
and 
U,(A) = (.j f N : B-l(j) = A), UB(4 = I UB(A)I, 
V,(A) = (j E N : B-l(j) 2 A}, b&f) = I VB(A)I. 
Note that the sets U,(A) are mutually disjoint and that V,(A) = Uoa 
U,(C). We give an example in Fig. 1. 
2 
Let V, be the lattice of partitions of [n], where o’ < r iff 0 is a refi~e~~~~t 
of 7. t 5 be the ~a~~~~~~~ with each block of size one and let p 
the bius f~n~tio~ of n, For basic properties of v’, and 
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mversion over rr, , we refer to the survey article [2]. The notation of that 
paper is used in this section. 
1. THEOREM. Let B be a board with B C [n] x N. For any set function 
U(A) defined on all subsets A C [M], let G(3) = C,,E?ln ~(0, U) nAEo I?(A). 
Then : 
(a) G(6) = p,(x, B), the n-factorial polynomial of B, $ C(A) = 
44 + x; 
(b) G(8) = rvL(x, B), the n-rookpoZynomia2 of B, $5(A) = z&4) + x 
when j A 1 = 1 and U(A) = ziB(A) otherwise; and 
(c) G(C) = R(x, B), the classical rook polynomial of B, if V(A) = 
1 + v,(A)x when 1 A j = 1 and C(A) = va(A) ~1~1 otherwise. 
Proof. (a) As in the proof of the Factorization Theorem [3, Theorem 21 
we introduce the board B,,, which is obtained from B by attaching an 
x x n rectangle, x a positive integer, to the lower edge of B aligning the 
n columns. Then p,(x, B) counts the number of ways of placing y1 non- 
taking rooks on B,,, (independent of any assumption on the shape of B), 
that is p,(x, B) = r$,= . 
Letfbe a placement of n rooks on B,,, with exactly one rook in each 
column (there may be more than one rook in a row). Then f induces a 
partition w-~ of [n] as follows: i and j are in the same block of nj iff the 
rooks in columns i and j are in the same row. If we think off as a mapping 
of the columns of B,,, into the rows of B,,, where f(i) E V,*,,({i>), then s-~ 
is the coimage off. 
For a partition 7 of [n], let N=(T) be the number of rook placements f 
such that 7rf = 7. Then N>(O) = C7>O N,(T) counts rook placements f 
such that rf > u. By the Mobius inversion formula 121, we have 
N= (5) = c p(0, u) N> (a). 
UElrn 
But N=(5) counts placements of n nontaking rooks on B,,, , that is, 
Thus, to prove (a), we need only show that N>(C) = naeo V(A), where 
V(A) = t&A) + X. Now, a rook placement f is counted by N>(C) iff the 
rooks in all of the columns in any given block of a are in the same row; 
the rooks in the columns of different blocks may be in the same row since 
we need only have rrf > 0. We can place the rooks for a block A of (J in 
any one of v,~,%(A) = z&A) + x rows. Hence, N>(u) = nAEo E(A). 
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(b) We first give a combinatorial interpretation to the n-rook 
polynomial rlz(x, B) = C ~~~~~~~~~~~ analogous to our interpretation of 
p,(x, B). Now ~,(x, B) counts the placements of 12 rooks on BG,n where 
there is one rook in each column, those on da are nontaking, but no 
restrictions are placed on those on the x i: n rectangle. This follows since, 
for each k, there are rA:B ways to place k: nontaking rooks on B and the 
remaining n - k rooks can be placed in the remaining N -.- k columns in 
the rectangle in xn-lc ways (no restrictions). 
As in the proof of (a), let ,f be a placement of n rooks on B,,,% with 
exactly one rook in each column but with no restrictions on the rows. 
However, in this case, we define the induced partition rp of [n] as follows: 
if the rook in column i is in the rectangle, then {i) is a block of rrf ; and if 
the rooks in columns i and j are in the same row in B, then i and j are in the 
same block of rrf . Note that rrl = 0 iff the rooks off in B are in nontaking 
positions. 
Again, for a partition T of [n], we let N=(T) be the number of rook 
placements f such that rrf = T. Then N>(u) = CT>,, N=(T) counts rook 
placements f such that rs > cr. By the Mijbius inversion formula, 
where iv,(O) counts placements .f with the rooks in B in nontaking 
positions, that is, 
Thus, it remains to show tha i&4), where $A) = u&4) + x 
when / A j = 1 and 1,(A) = Now, a rook amazement f is 
counted by P&>:(O) ii%” for each block A of u with / A / > 1, the rooks in the 
columns of A are in the same row of B. Note that the rooks in the columns 
of different blocks of cz may be in the same row; and if / A / = 1, say 
A :z= {ill then the rook in column i may be in any row of E&, . Thus, if 
A = (ijy we can place the rook in column i in any one of 
43,*,,(A) 7 %?(A) -t x rows; and if / A I II> 1, we can place the rooks in the 
columm of A in any one of vB(A) mws. ence, /v>(U) -tz 4co W). 
(e) Since R(x, B) -- ftkn((l/x), I?), (c) fo11ows easily from (b). 
Ccncraf secwsions may be :aerived from th? for~~u~as in ~he~re~~ I by 
peeling off the block that contains M. In fact, the three term recursion for 
single overlap stairstep boards discussed in [6] and the five term recursion 
for double overlap stairstep boards [12, p. 230, Problems 21-221 are special 
cases of T~eor~~~ 1. Also, the ~a~torj~~t~o~ Theorem for the ~-factorial 
~o~y~ornia~ of a Ferrers board 131 can be derived from Theorem 4. 
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II. THE UMBRAL CALCULUS 
The umbra1 calculus is a method of using linear operators acting on rings 
of polynomials (possibly in noncommuting variables) to give compact 
formulas for and derivations of combinatorial quantities. For the classical 
applications, see [I, 121. The foundation of the method and a wider range 
of applications are in [S, 10, 131. 
In this section we use umbra1 methods together with picture writing [ll] 
(generating functions in noncommuting variables) to derive an expression 
for rnB for a general board 3 in terms of the function !.&(A) defined in the 
introduction. Variations of this then yield expressions for the n-factorial 
and n-rook polynomials. 
Let B _C [n] x N. A placement of n nontaking rooks on B may be 
considered as a l-1 function f of the rows to the columns where 
f(i) E vB({2’}). Let F be the set of all such rook placements. For each 
A C [n], let U(A) be an indeterminate, which we intuitively think of as 
representing the set &(A). Form the ring R(rr> of all polynomials in the 
noncommuting variables {D(A): A _C [n]>. Now we shall use the expression 
to represent the set Fin the following manner. Expanding F into a sum of 
products, a typical term is of the form P(A,) **. D(A,), where i E Ai . We 
shall let the term D(A,) *** B(A,) represent all rook placementsfE P where 
f(i) E U&t,). Since the sets U,(A) are mutually disjoint, different terms 
correspond to disjoint subsets of F. 
Now we wish to count the rook placements corresponding to each term. 
For simplicity, we proceed with an example. Suppose that YE = 6 and the 
term is U(C) D(D) U(C) D(C) U(,Y) D(D). Then columns 1, 3, and 4 will 
have rooks placed in the set U,(C), and since this must be done in a 1-l 
manner, there are (u~(C))~ ways of doing this (since (n)m counts l-l maps 
of [m] into [n]). Columns 2 and 6 have rooks placed in the set uB(D) and 
this can be done in (u~(D))~ ways, and column 5 has a rook in u,(E) and 
this can be done in (u~(E))~ ways. Since the sets U,(C), UB(D) and UB(E) are 
mutually disjoint, the number of rook placements in F represented by our 
term is (u~(C)h * CuAD))z . G&W~ . 
In general, for a typical term g(A,) se* &4,), if we let the variables 
commute, collect like variables, lower the exponent (that is, replace U(A)” 
by (&4))J, and replace D(A) by u&t), then we arrive at a number which 
counts the rook placements in F represented by U(A,) ... &4,). 
Now, let LB be the linear functional on R(U) defined on the basis of 
monomials {D(CI) *.. U(C&): m E N and Ci C [PI]> as follows: 
&[~(~I> . . . a(c,,)] ::- M,M,Ml[r7(c,) ... iY(C,)], 
where 
?M,mG) ~. . c7(b=,,,)] -= B(Dl)f’ .I. i7(DJ~, 
the monomial T7(CI) a*. u(C,) now commuting and written with like 
variables collected, 
A4$7(D,)“l ... 8(&p] ;-= (i7(D,))j, ’ ” (&D,))j, ) 
and 
iM,K wA)h 1 . * . mh&l = b(W)i, ‘.. h?m)~l, . 
In our example above we have: 
qe> a(D) qc)a(c>o(E) rqlp) 3 U(C)3 r7(D)~ U(E)” 
2. (a(e)),(~(o)),(B(E)), 2 (~B(~>>,(~,(~>>,(~,(~)), 
We have now proven the following theorem. 
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Proof. (a) For 1 ,( i < n, let ai = &c[nl,isA u(A) and let sic = 
C atI a.. ai, (the kth elementary symmetric funztion of a, ,..., an). We then 
have 
Ml -fj c U(A) = I I 1 Ml i=l K[nj fj (B([nl> i- ai)j = jJ W~zlP-” ST, - k=O 
?..A 
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we utilize the equalitypn(x, I?) = r2.n. 
Then, by Theorem 2, we have 
f&(X, B) = r+ = L,,$ fi c 
i- 
c&4) 
i=l AC[n] I 
LZA 
= MB,. , go (~([~I>>~-~ M,(s,)l. 
Since MB a,m[~(bd)l = uB,,, @I> = uBB([nl> + x = MdXnl) + xl, and if 
A f: 1~1, MBJ&@I = z*B,,, (A) = z&4) = M,[u(A)], it follows that 
P&G B) = n/r, [ 7;o(x + ~7(hl>>n-k M,(s,)j. 
Now, by the binomial theorem for falling factorials [lo], 
(note: the variables are commuting). Hence, 
P&G B> = MB i J&&(x + fr([n])>"-k M&s,) 
k=O I 
= MBM,L, [ go (X + ~([nl))R-‘e Skj 
= L,MBMz [ sG (X -I- Wnl> -k ad] 
Statement (b) follows from (a) by appiying the operator L;‘; (c) follows 
from (b) as in Theorem I. 
In [6], we showed that the n-rook polynomial of single overlap stairstep 
boards have nonpositive real roots. In this section we shall also prove that 
the n-rook polynomial of a Ferrers board has nonpositive real roots. 
These results together with computational evidence for various small 
boards leads us to the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. The n-rook polynomial of any board has all nonpositive 
real roots. 
This type of result implies important structural properties of the rook 
vector such as strong logarithmic concavity (~j” > rj-Irj+I) and 
unimodality. 
E. Harper ]9] proved that the Stirling polynomials C S(q 1~) 2, where 
the X(rz, k) are the Stirling numbers of the second kind, have no~~osit~ve 
real roots. Recall that S(q Ic) z & when B is the l-jump board [3, 121. 
The following lemma essentially allows us to reduce the proof of our 
conjecture for all Ferrers boards to Harper‘s proof. 
4. LEMMA. Let (h,) be any strictly increasing sequence of positive 
IL be the Perrem board with height vector (h, ,..., h,). Then, 
for y,(.$) =- x m+, d.l---qx) e%,,(x, I&), we have 
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Assuming the result for y1 - 1, it follows that qnP1(x) has the properties: 
(a) IZ - 1 distinct negative real roots, 
(b) x = 0 is a root of multiplicity at least one, and 
(c) limZ-2-m qn-1(x) = 0. 
Hence, (d/dx) qmpl(x) has at least IZ distinct negative real roots. By 
Lemma 4, qn(x) does also; hence, Y,(x, B,) has exactly n distinct negative 
real roots. 
6. COROLLARY. The n-rook polynomial of a Ferrers board has all non- 
positive real roots. 
Proof. By the Foata-Schiitzenberger Theorem, every Ferrers board is 
rook equivalent to an increasing Ferrers board [3, 71. The height vector of 
such a board is strictly increasing and can be extended to a sequence of 
the type required in Theorem 5. 
Note addedinproof. The conjecture in Section III is true and follows from a theorem 
in Ole J. Heilmann and Elliott H. Lieb, “Theory of monomer-dimer systems,” Comm. 
Math. Phys. 25 (1972), 190-232. 
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